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QUESTION 1

Which two are true regarding MySQL binary and text backups? 

A. Binary backups are usually faster than text backups. 

B. Binary backups are usually slower than text backups. 

C. Text backups are human-readable while binary backups are not. 

D. Binary backups are not portable across different operating systems. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are creating a new server with the same accounts as an existing server. You do this by importing a 

mysqldump file of the mysql database. 

You test whether the import was successful by using the following commands: 

Mysql> select user, host, password from mysql.user; 

9 rows in set (0.00 sec) 

Mysql> show grants for `admin\\'@\\'%\\'; 

ERROR 1141 (42000): There is no such grant defined for user `admin\\' on host `%\\' 

Which command will fix this issue? 

A. CREATE USER `admin\\' @\\'%\\'; 

B. GRANT USAGE ON *.* TO `admin\\'@\\'%\\'; 

C. FLUSH PRIVILEGES; 

D. FLUSH HOST CACHE; 

E. UPDATE mysql.user SET Create_user_priv = `Y\\' WHERE user= `admin\\'; 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

You want to start monitoring statistics on the distribution of storage engines that are being used and the 

average sizes of tables in the various databases. 

Some details are as follows: 

The Mysql instance has 400 databases. 

Each database on an average consists of 25-50 tables. 

You use the query: 

SELECT TABLE_SCHEMA, ‘ENGINE’, COUNT (*), SUM (data_length) total_size 

FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.TABLES WHERE TABLE_TYPE = ‘BASE TABLE’ GROUP BY TABLE_SCHEMA,
‘ENGINE’ ; 

Why is this query slow to execute? 

A. Counting and summarizing all table pages in the InnoDB shared tablespace is time consuming. 

B. Collecting information requires various disk-level operations and is time consuming. 

C. Aggregating details from various storage engine caches for the final output is time consuming. 

D. Collecting information requires large numbers of locks on various INFORMATION_SCHEMA tables. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A Mysql Server has been running an existing application successfully for six months. 

The my.cnf is adjusted to contain the following additional configuration: 

[mysqld] 

Default-authentication-plugin=sha256_password 

The Mysql Server is restarted without error. 

What effect will the new configuration have in existing accounts? 

A. They will have their passwords updated on start-up to sha256_password format. 

B. They will have to change their password the next time they login to the server. 

C. They are not affected by this configuration change. 

D. They all connect via the secure sha256_password algorithm without any configuration change. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

You have table `apps\\',\\'userdata\\' on server that uses MyISAM storage engine. You want to transfer this data to
server but use InnoDB engine instead. 

You execute the following commands: 

ServerB commands: Shell> mysqldump u root h server no-data apps userdata | mysql u root p apps Shell> mysql u root
p h server e `ALTER TABLE `apps\\',\\'userdata\\' ENGINE=InnoDB;\\' Shell> mysqldump u root p h server no-create-
info order-by-primary apps userdata | mysql u root p apps 

What effect does the order-by-primary argument have on the mysqldump command? 

A. It exports tables with the most indexes first to assist with import speeds. 

B. It ensures that unique indexes have no conflicts when the data is dumped. 

C. It orders by primary key to assist in speeding up importing to InnoDB tables. 

D. It must be specified so index data is dumped correctly when on-create-info is used. 

Correct Answer: C 
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